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Abstract

Constructing a hydro power plant (HPP) is a complex project and a challenge for the contractual parties of the construction contract and all other stakeholders concerned such as the financing institutions or experts providing hydrological, geological expert advice or the grid operator.

The contract balancing the different interests shall minimize risks, can help to avoid pitfalls and cope with unforeseen situations which might endanger the overall goal: to construct the HPP in the agreed quality, within the time for completion and at the calculated price respectively costs.

The main success factors are: (i) a clear - cut definition of the Scope of Works; (ii) comprehensive rules regarding the interface management; (iii) a well-defined Quality Assurance program with continuous reporting obligations of the Contractor and ample approval and inspection rights of the Owner/Employer and (iv) last, but not least, an efficient and balanced allocation of risk in case of the occurrence of unforeseen events hindering the construction progress.
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